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Abstract

Developments in high-throughput sequencing (HTS) result in an exponential increase in
the amount of data generated by sequencing experiments, an increase in the complex-
ity of bioinformatics analysis reporting and an increase in the types of data generated.
These increases in volume, diversity and complexity of the data generated and their
analysis expose the necessity of a structured and standardized reporting template. Bio-
Compute Objects (BCOs) provide the requisite support for communication of HTS data
analysis that includes support for workflow, as well as data, curation, accessibility and
reproducibility of communication. BCOs standardize how researchers report provenance
and the established verification and validation protocols used in workflows while also
being robust enough to convey content integration or curation in knowledge bases. BCOs
that encapsulate tools, platforms, datasets and workflows are FAIR (findable, accessible,
interoperable and reusable) compliant. Providing operational workflow and data infor-
mation facilitates interoperability between platforms and incorporation of future dataset
within anHTS analysis for usewithin industrial, academic and regulatory settings. Cloud-
based platforms, including High-performance Integrated Virtual Environment (HIVE),
Cancer Genomics Cloud (CGC) and Galaxy, support BCO generation for users. Given
the 100K+ userbase between these platforms, BioCompute can be leveraged for work-
flow documentation. In this paper, we report the availability of platform-dependent and
platform-independent BCO tools: HIVE BCO App, CGC BCO App, Galaxy BCO API Exten-
sion and BCO Portal. Community engagement was utilized to evaluate tool efficacy. We
demonstrate that these tools further advance BCO creation from text editing approaches
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used in earlier releases of the standard. Moreover, we demonstrate that integrating BCO
generation within existing analysis platforms greatly streamlines BCO creation while
capturing granular workflow details. We also demonstrate that the BCO tools described
in the paper provide an approach to solve the long-standing challenge of standardizing
workflow descriptions that are both human andmachine readable while accommodating
manual and automated curation with evidence tagging.

Database URL: https://www.biocomputeobject.org/resources

Introduction

The availability of high-throughput sequencing (HTS) data,
also referred to as next-generation sequencing (NGS) data,
is growing at exponential rates due to decreasing costs to
generate, store and analyze NGS data. Similarly, bioinfor-
matics in support of NGS analysis are evolving rapidly:
every day novel algorithms are published, researchers gen-
erate new interpretations and applications for existing
workflows and regulatory sponsors submit data and anal-
ysis as regulatory evidence for maintenance and review to
regulatory bodies. Platforms such as the High-performance
Integrated Virtual Environment (HIVE) (1, 2), Cancer
Genomics Cloud (CGC) (3) and Galaxy (4) contain robust
infrastructure to support this research—from the start of
an analysis to summarizing results and to validation checks
that ensure workflow reproducibility. Many community
efforts and standards have surfaced in attempts to harmo-
nize the genomics field, including data standards (5, 6),
standards for transmitting the data (7), standards for work-
flows (8–11) and standards for packaging resources (12).
Despite these efforts, methods for describing bioinformatics
pipelines frequently omit important data, making compre-
hension of various steps or an entire pipeline difficult or
impossible. It is clear that there is a strong need for a
descriptive standard that includes pipelinemetadata, details
for appropriate pipeline execution, parameters chosen and
background information not otherwise described (13). The
IEEE (Institute of Electrical and Electronics Engineers)
2791-2020 standard, also known as BioCompute, aims to
address the growing need to communicate and exchange
bioinformatics workflows, especially NGS analysis (14).

IEEE 2791-2020 is the culmination of a multi-
community effort led by what is now the BioCompute
Public Private Partnership. IEEE 2791-2020 supports inter-
operability between biomedical researchers, pharmaceuti-
cal partners, software developers and regulatory agencies
such as the US Food and Drug Administration (FDA). An
instance of a pipeline documented according to the IEEE
standard is called a BioCompute Object (BCO). BCOs
adhere to the BioCompute Specification (15, 16) to encode

information on a domain-specific knowledge base and com-
putational workflow execution, metadata, data provenance
and appropriate usage within a JavaScript Object Nota-
tion (JSON) Schema (17). In addition, BCOs include all the
necessary information for understanding and identifying
resources required to execute the workflow.

The need for a descriptive standard was particularly
felt at the FDA. Pipeline descriptions received during reg-
ulatory review are typically received in an ad hoc format,
which results in substantially delayed review times due to
the need to clarify bioinformatics details (personal com-
munication). The FDA’s Genomics Working Group held
a session to develop guidelines for a potential standard
with the aim of increasing the efficiency by which bioin-
formatics workflows can be communicated. The result of
this meeting formed the basis for what is now known
as BioCompute. Once standardized, BioCompute became
officially known as IEEE 2791-2020, which has since
been accepted for use in four drug applications at three
FDA Centers (18).

To facilitate easier adoption of the standard, several
tools for documenting existing workflows with the stan-
dard have been developed. Here, we offer an initial eval-
uation of the first generation of publicly available tools
developed to produce BCOs, including the HIVE BCO
App, CGC BCO App (19, 20), Galaxy BCO API exten-
sion and the BCO Portal. The HIVE BCO App, CGC
BCO App and Galaxy BCO API extension are platform-
specific tools that facilitate quick and easy pipeline export
as IEEE 2791-2020 BCOs. The BCO Portal consists of an
interface for building and viewing BCOs and a database
of existing BCOs. The BCO Portal demonstrates the ease
with which a BCO can be built with little knowledge
of the standard.

This paper reports the availability of platform-
independent and platform-dependent BCO creation tools
and the evaluation of these tools through a novel research
initiative with novice bioinformaticians as the initial audi-
ence for the platform-independent (BCO Portal) and
platform-dependent (HIVE BCO App and CGC BCO App)

https://www.biocomputeobject.org/resources
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Figure 1. HIVE BCO App deployment diagram.
Once the (1) HIVE BCO App was developed in the development branch, (2) the code was then pushed from development branch to testing environment. (3) The code was
tested in the User Acceptance Testing (UAT) Daily environment, and (4) once approved, code was pushed out to production environments (FDA-SCI-HIVE, FDA-HIVE and
Public-HIVE which are different HIVE installations at FDA and GW). (5) New code was tested and verified on each environment, with the tester submitting a report to the
developer, who (6) addresses bugs in the development branch.

tools. We then report on the efficacy on which novice bioin-
formaticians can generate BCOs after conducting platform-
specific trainings (HIVE and CGC). BCOTool users applied
these trainings to create BCOs from available RNA-Seq
workflows using the CGC BCOApp and BCO Portal. Users
submitted BCOs to the beginner track of the precisionFDA
(pFDA) BCO App-a-thon (21), allowing for systematic
BCO evaluation. In addition, we present User Stories on
how BCOs generated by these new tools are advancing
FAIR principles (22) in existing applications. Lastly, we
report on recommended standard and tool revisions aimed
to address user questions and challenges identified by the
user.

Methods

The following sections outline the design and develop-
ment of BCO generation tools that support a variety of
computational environments and use cases.

HIVE BCO App

Platform
HIVE is an encapsulated data platform which contains an
archival system and compute system integrated behind a
common firewall. See Supplementary Materials Section I
for more information on HIVE (1, 2).

Tool
HIVE architecture provides a backbone for the modular
addition of tools. Within this framework, the functionality
to record a workflow as a BCO was integrated to record a
workflow as a BCO into the HIVE platform by referencing

the BioCompute Specification Document. Sections of the
specification document were partitioned into those deemed
most logical for end users. This planning phase resulted in
three broad categories into which the specification could
be divided: Provenance Domain, Pipeline Computations
and Extra Information. The Provenance Domain tab con-
tains user populated information pertinent to the validity
of the BCO. In the second section, Pipeline Computa-
tions, objects used for the pipeline are received through
user input: comma separated object IDs or directly from
the URL. See SupplementaryMaterials Section II for further
details on HIVE BCO App tool implementation. The HIVE
BCO App deployment diagram can be found in Figure 1.

CGC BCO App

Platform
The CGC (www.cancergenomicscloud.org) is a collabo-
rative computational platform that enables researchers to
conduct analyses with over 3 PB of data generated through
government funding. See Supplementary Materials Section
I for more information on the CGC.

Tool
Seven Bridges developed a suite of open-source software for
BCO generationwithin their cloud-based platforms to facil-
itate the communication of complex bioinformatics work-
flows for regulatory review. End users of the software can
access an interactive web application named the CGC BCO
App. The BCO App has been deployed on the CGC. How-
ever, the design also allows platform-independent deploys
and serves it as a stand-alone BCO App, as explained in

www.cancergenomicscloud.org
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the deployment section below. See Supplementary Materi-
als Section II for further details on the CGC BCO App tool
implementation.

Galaxy

Platform
Galaxy (23) is a web-based computational workbench that
is used by thousands of scientists across the world to ana-
lyze large biomedical datasets such as those in genomics,
proteomics and imaging. More than 7300 analysis tools
and 100 visualizations have been integrated into Galaxy,
and it has been cited more than 8000 times. Using Galaxy’s
Web user interface, any scientist, regardless of informatics
expertise, can run complex analysis tools or create and exe-
cute multitool workflows. Galaxy ensures that all analyses
are completely reproducible (24) by recording all analysis
details, such as tool versions and parameter settings, and
enabling tools/workflows to be rerun as needed.

Tool

BCOs build on existing open standards to maximize utility
and extensibility. By creating BCO capabilities in a popu-
lar and easy to use bioinformatics platform such as Galaxy
(https://galaxyproject.org), researchers will be empowered
to automatically create, store, search and run BCOs for
data-intensive analyses allowing re-analysis and dissemina-
tion of data and knowledge. We extended the Galaxy API
(25) to allow the export of Galaxy ‘workflow invocations’
(i.e. realizations of a computational pipeline) in BCO
format.

BCO Portal

Tool
Complementary to the previously described platform-
dependent BCO editing tools, the BioCompute Portal
(previously BCO Editor) is an open-source framework
designed to facilitate the creation and documentation of
NGS analytical workflows in the form of BCOs. Beyond
local storage, BCOs are generally stored on the platform
on which the workflow was executed (i.e. CGC, HIVE,
etc.) and/or GitHub. In a web application environment,
the BioCompute Portal creates BCOs based on the Bio-
Compute schema outlined in the BioCompute Specification
Document. The BioCompute Portal Web application (BCO
Portal; https://portal.aws.biochemistry.gwu.edu/) allows
non-computational biologists to create, store and share
their BCOs in a secure, user friendly manner. This is
especially useful for users creating knowledge bases where
there are several manual review steps. Users register for
an account at the website; once approved, users can
create and store BCOs and browse and download all
open-access BCOs. Researchers can search for existing
workflows, upload, create, modify, store and share novel
BCOs. The BCO Portal User tutorial is available at: https://
github.com/biocompute-objects/bco_editor/blob/main/doc
s/user_tutorial.md.

The BCO Portal is a framework for allowing users to
document and store BCOs generated by any tool compliant
with the BCO standard. The BCO Portal is platform agnos-
tic, allowing for BCOs generated in platform-specific envi-
ronments to be collected within a common BCO database.

Figure 2. BCO portal deployment diagram.
(1) Testing: the developer worked in the Development environment, and once a new version was ready for testing it was pushed from the development branch in GitHub to
the Test Environment. In the event testing of the new code generated a bug report, a GitHub issue was created for each bug. The developer then addressed the GitHub issues
in the development environment and closed issues with commits to the development branch, which was then tested again. This cycle repeated until no issues remained. (2)
Pull Request: once the test code was free of bugs the developer assigned a version, rebased and made a pull request from the development branch to the master branch (the
master was set as a protected branch). (3) Approval: all pull requests required the review and approval of two administrators, who checked the commit history, bug fixes, etc.
Once a pull request was approved, the new version was assigned the appropriate number and listed as a new release. (4) a. The new stable release was pushed to the Execution
Environment (biocomputeobject.org) and b. became available for others to clone into their own environments. (5) New features and potential fixes were submitted to GitHub
as issues. These issues were triaged and if warranted, incorporated into the next round of development.

https://galaxyproject.org
https://portal.aws.biochemistry.gwu.edu/
https://github.com/biocompute-objects/bco_editor/blob/main/docs/user_tutorial.md
https://github.com/biocompute-objects/bco_editor/blob/main/docs/user_tutorial.md
https://github.com/biocompute-objects/bco_editor/blob/main/docs/user_tutorial.md
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The goal of a common database is to facilitate a wide range
of researchers across government, academia and industry
to share validated workflows. Thus, the BCO Portal is a
unique resource for FAIR compliant workflow exchange.
See Supplementary Materials Section II for further details
on BCO Portal implementation. The BCO Portal deploy-
ment diagram can be found in Figure 2.

BioCompute tool evaluation

Establishing a system for evaluation of BCO tools
In an effort to both broaden exposure to BioCompute and
to bolster user understanding of communicating analysis
pipelines, BioCompute was integrated into bioinformatics
course curricula. We established a new unit as part of the
Introduction to Bioinformatics course at the George Wash-
ington University. The training module introduced partic-
ipants to the concept of BioCompute, offered hands on
exercises with two genome analysis platforms (HIVE and
CGC), introduced the concept of data sources (through the
OncoMX, BioMuta and BioXpress knowledge bases (26)
(https://www.oncomx.org/)), described the process of find-
ing a suitable publication with an associated open source
pipeline and introduced the JSON language. Figure 3 pro-
vides an overview of the user BCO training process. Each of
the tools developed for creating BCOs were accompanied
by documentation materials and authored training mate-
rials. These training materials were initially presented as
lecture materials. Participant evaluations allow us to assess
participant mastery of the BCO material and BCO tool
experiences. See Supplementary Materials Section III for
thorough protocol on unit design, user documentation and
instructions that can be used to replicate the tools training.

PrecisionFDA BCO App-a-thon
Participants submitted their generated BCOs to the begin-
ner track of the precisionFDA BCO App-a-thon. Preci-
sionFDA is a high-performance computing platform where
large datasets can be hosted, managed and analyzed in a
secure environment. PrecisionFDA connects experts, cit-
izen scientists and scholars from around the world and
provides them with a library of tools and reference data.
The platform uses a crowdsourcing model and challenges
users to develop innovations that inform the science of
precision medicine and the development of regulatory sci-
ence. Those who have registered to participate in this
pFDA challenge come from many diverse backgrounds
and perspectives, including NGS-based test and software
providers, standards-making bodies, pharmaceutical &
biotechnology companies, sequencing instrument manu-
facturers, healthcare providers, academic medical centers,
consumers or patients, research consortia and government
agencies.

One of the most popular outward facing features of
pFDA is the challenge framework. This allows -omics
challenges to be conducted in a public facing high-
performance computing environment. These challenges
focus experts around the world to consider common prob-
lems in evolving areas of -omics science such as genomics
and proteomics. Challenges are published with instruc-
tions, inputs and expectations and typically run for a few
months, allowing industry and academic participants to
submit results, after which the submissions are evaluated
and top performers are identified.

The pFDA team, the Center for Biologics Evaluation and
Research (CBER) FDA and George Washington University
collaborated to provide a new challenge to highlight BCOs,

Figure 3. User BCO training process.
The BioCompute training unit (1) introduced participants to the concept of BioCompute, (2) offered hands-on exercises with two genome analysis platforms (HIVE and
CGC), (3) familiarized participants with a prominent literature resource (PubMed), (4) introduced the concept of data sources [through the OncoMX knowledgebase (https://
www.oncomx.org/)], (5) described the process of finding a suitable publication with an associated open source pipeline, (6) introduced the JSON language as a suitable segue
into training users on the BCO Portal (previously BCO Editor) and (7) provided users with a Q&A opportunity prior to final submission of BCOs to the precisionFDA BCO
App-a-thon.

https://www.oncomx.org/
https://www.oncomx.org/
https://www.oncomx.org/
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an evolving standard that provides identification and oper-
ational information about bioinformatics pipelines and
how they are used. The BioCompute Challenge on pFDA
focused on creating software to facilitate the creation
and certification of BCOs. More information on the
pFDA challenge can be found at https://precision.fda.gov/
challenges/7.

Results

After the development of tools for the creation of BCOs,
a BCO Tool Evaluation unit was designed to evaluate the
tools themselves and the sufficiency of existing documen-
tation; the result of these efforts are the BCOs submitted
to the pFDA challenge and feedback obtained on the Bio-
Compute Specification, platform training materials and
app manuals. Each of the developed tools for creating
BCOs were accompanied by documentation materials and
authored training materials.

HIVE

HIVE BCO App features
The HIVE built-in tool to create BCOs automatically gath-
ers computational information and builds the framework of
a BCO based on any computations a user chooses. HIVE
populates the appropriate information into the BCO by
pulling computational data from the server (computation
type, tool type, parameters, input objects and the corre-
sponding files generated as outputs) and displays the infor-
mation in multiple tables. Once displayed, users are unable
to modify the Pipeline Computations section for preserva-
tion. Pipeline steps are sorted according to the sequence in
which the computations were run. Once all fields are com-
plete, users are able to create the BCO and download a valid
JSON. Extra information captures any information not
contained within the first two categories and includes the
Extension Domain or connecting to external resources not
defined in the BioCompute specification. Though the BCO
type archived in the system contains specific information,
not necessarily the entire BCO, HIVE is able to generate a
complete BCO based on this information.

The HIVE platform was introduced to the participants
through a presentation that briefly discussed HIVE’s inter-
face, algorithms, visualizations, performance and differ-
ent genome sequencing technologies, specifically RNA-seq
software and pipelines. To familiarize them with RNA-seq
workflows, the lecture included a live demo of a differential
expression analysis in HIVE with publicly available data.
Following the lecture, 23 participants performed variant
calling analysis in HIVE as a follow-up exercise.

Cancer genomics cloud

CGC BCO app features
The features in the CGC BCO App span anticipated use
cases for generating BCOs in academic, industry and gov-
ernment settings. The app includes an (optional) login
module, which allows the application administrators to
configure user access control and permission management.
After signing into the app, the user can browse and search
definitions of specific domains or fields from an interactive
table version of the BCOs specification under the ‘Help’
tab. The main features of the CGC BCO include the BCO
Creator, BCO Composer, BCO Validator and the BCO
Browser, with each feature implemented as a separate tab
in the graphical user interface.

The content of the CGC training module covered the use
of BCOs in bioinformatics and using the CGC to develop
and document workflows. The Seven Bridge team presented
a complementary lecture, titled ‘BioCompute Objects as a
Framework for Uniting Advances in Workflow Portabil-
ity and Reproducibility’ that covered an introduction to
the CGC and an introduction to generating BCOs on the
CGC. This was followed by a hands-on workshop on how
to run an RNA-seq workflow on the CGC. The participants
received material to prepare them in getting started on the
CGC and completed a manual on setting up the RNA-seq
workflow as an independent analysis exercise. As a follow-
up assessment, the participants were also instructed on how
to generate BCOs from an existing workflow. Ten partic-
ipants completed the assessment, successfully generated a
BCO and provided feedback on the app and user flow.
The CGC team communicated with the GW (GeorgeWash-
ington University) participants through email and video
chat to resolve issues. Nearly all participants were able
to troubleshoot issues through electronic communication
resulting in successful BCO creation.

New CGC training materials were developed specifically
for novice tool users that focus on the basics of the CGC,
the use of BCOs and development of an RNA-seq work-
flow for the training module at GW. Also assembled was
a new quickstart guide that uses uncontrolled data and a
new manual that walks the participants through setting
up an RNA-seq workflow. This new material makes the
CGC more accessible to new users. Whereas the train-
ing CGC training material provides an introduction to
CGC concepts, the CGC BCO App User Manual (https://
sbg.github.io/bco-app/bco-app-user-manual.pdf) describes
practical details on installing, accessing and executing the
BCO App. The CGC BCO App User Manual also provides
a detailed step-by-step guide for generating BCOs on the
CGC.

https://precision.fda.gov/challenges/7
https://precision.fda.gov/challenges/7
https://sbg.github.io/bco-app/bco-app-user-manual.pdf
https://sbg.github.io/bco-app/bco-app-user-manual.pdf
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Users generally reported that the CGC BCO App was
easy to use. However, app setup and two critical bugs
arising from an older release of Debian/curl on the CGC
introduced difficulties for app use. To resolve this, a ded-
icated server that will host the CGC BCO App is planned
and is expected to eliminate start up time. Resolutions that
were identified for the two critical bugs will be described in
the next version of the CGC BCOAppUserManual. A ded-
icated server hosting the CGC BCO App will also enable
app developers to have more control in addressing issues
caused by the hosting environment (critical bugs).

Galaxy

BCO galaxy API extension features
The Galaxy BCO API extension takes existing features and
aggregates the information needed to populate a BCO.
BCO population in Galaxy is 100% automatic, although
some fields left are unpopulated as Galaxy is not able to
generate them automatically. Instead, the expectation is
that the user will complete the BCO via the BCO Portal
or other means.

BCO Portal

Tool features
The purpose of the BCO Portal create a BCO even if
they have no access to platform-specific tools or knowl-
edge of the standard. It is a form-based system that walks
users through the creation of a compliant BCO, indicating
required fields. The BCO Portal was designed with five core
functions: upload, create, modify, share and store a BCO.
To upload an existing BCO, a user will ‘create an object’
and then copy/paste the raw JSON text of an existing BCO.
The BCO Portal maps the JSON to the Portal fields, vali-
dates the object against the IEEE Schema and creates the
BCO to be stored in the BCO Portal database.

BCOs may be submitted via a web-form or as a pre-
formatted document in the JSON format. Submitted BCOs
are validated for conformance to the BCO JSON Schema
and for uniqueness (submission of duplicate BCOs is not
allowed). By default, all BCOs are accessible for viewing
to all registered users. However, end users often submit
BCOs for workflows of a confidential nature, e.g. for a
drug submission to a regulatory agency. In such cases,
the BCO author has the option of specifying a date range
during which the BCO will be hidden from public view.
To ensure continuing collaboration, the author can pro-
vide read/write or read-only access to other registered users
during this embargo period.

Through the storage of BCOs, the BCO Portal is aggre-
gating a database of BCOs that can be utilized as reference
for fellow researchers. For example, a student or researcher

seeking to know more about an existing pipeline for differ-
ential expression analysis using specific RNA-seq tools in
a shell environment can search the BioCompute Portal for
this and would have access to download the JSON and use
it for experimental reference in their own research. A cen-
tral, platform-independent location to create, edit, share
and query novel and existing BCOs is an ideal structure
for making publicly available workflow information in the
form of BCOs available. The BCO Portal enables users to
systematically access and track existing BCO data records
that include metadata and QC processes intrinsic to BCO
files, thereby promoting computational transparency and
appropriate reuse of bioinformatics workflows. Further, an
aggregated approach to storing and accessing BCOsmake it
possible for other platforms to gain access to the repository
via API.

GitHub issues

Over the course of 22 days, 83 GitHub issues (a track-
ing system for bugs and enhancements) were created in
the GW-SMHS-BIOC6223 repository. A significant num-
ber of issues (20+ of 83 total issues) were user feedback on
the BCO Portal that identified minor and critical bugs in
the BCO Portal, ranging from permission levels, checksum
error messages and the inability to save objects. Docu-
mentation issues were submitted as requests. Additions or
modifications to the current BioCompute Specification doc-
ument were also logged for further discussion. Feedback
generated through GitHub will be reviewed and provided
to the BioCompute Technical Steering Committee for fur-
ther review and possible enhancement of the current docu-
mentation in the next release of the specification document.

User experience

Feedback on BCO training practices, resources and BCO
creation tools was obtained through three avenues: GitHub
issues, extra-credit deliverables and a post-pFDA submis-
sion survey. Feedback topics included requests for more
tool and platform documentation, bug reporting for CGC,
HIVE and BCO Portal and content of Specification v1.3
(particularly related to clarity and breadth of information
and to protocol sufficiency).

Throughout the BCO unit, participants were encour-
aged to leave feedback via GitHub issues. This real-
time and actionable feedback system was invaluable as
participants were able to provide feedback on a variety
of topics/concerns as they were encountering them. For
example, a GitHub issue created by a participant who,
while creating and modifying her BCO, felt there was
a need for more thorough documentation regarding the
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software prerequisites in the Execution Domain. Her feed-
back was in response to her group’s discussion regard-
ing inconsistencies found in the review process. Despite
adapting the same publication for their BCOs, group
members had different software prerequisites recorded and
they had been encouraged to discuss the differences and
reasons behind them as a group. For clarification, the
group consulted the resources available to them, including
the BioCompute Specification Document, the BCO Por-
tal tooltips and the Example BCO but were unable to
find the information they needed. As a result, the user
created a GitHub issue (https://github.com/biocompute-
objects/GW-SMHS-BIOC6223/issues/173) with the labels
‘BCO Portal,’ ‘documentation’ and ‘feedback’. The
pipeline described in the referenced publication used
Trim Galore (http://www.bioinformatics.babraham.ac.uk/
projects/trim_galore/) for simultaneous adapter trimming
and quality check. One group member had included mod-
ule details for Cutadapt (27) in pipeline step, as part of
the Description domain. In this version, Trim Galore was
listed as a software and Cutadapt as the prerequisite. In
comparison, another participant referenced Cutadapt in the
Execution domain’s Software Prerequisites. The inability to
distinguish a particular prerequisite as a pipeline step or
platform prerequisite was described in the GitHub issue
by the participant as a ‘lack of consistency’ and counter-
productive to standardization. Insight from feedback like
this is planned to be addressed in a Best Practices docu-
ment that will offer guidance on practical implementations
of BioCompute.

There was also an opportunity for participants to pro-
vide feedback and contribute to the software development
process. The participants had first demonstrated a basic
understanding of workflows, the CGC and BCOs. Partic-
ipants were asked to translate an existing workflow into
a project on the CGC, generate a BCO using the CGC’s
BCO App and provide feedback on the process. SB person-
nel were available to interact with participants throughout
the process. Specific instructions (including a list of poten-
tial workflows to use on CGC), training documentation
and manuals were provided by Dr Dennis Dean (Principal
Investigator at Seven Bridges) and Dave Roberson (Seven
Bridges Community Engagement Manager) were available
as a resource for participants in addition to his development
team. The process had three parts: (i) BCO Submission to
the pFDA, (ii) BCO Generator App Review and (iii) BCO
Standard Recommendation. As the practical application
of the BCO standard by inexperienced users had been
previously untested, the latter two parts were a call for
feedback. Participants submitted a one to two paragraph
review of the BCO App deployed on the CGC. The par-
ticipants submitted an additional one to two paragraph

descriptions of changes to the BCO Standard that might
make it easier to record and recall workflow information
in a structured way.

Additional feedback was collected from the BCO User
Experience Survey distributed to the participants post-
submission to the pFDA challenge. Table 1 provides a
sample of these questions. The survey focused on three core

areas: confidence in the training of the BCO Framework,
availability of BCO resources/thorough documentation and
the platforms/tools used throughout the process: GitHub,
HIVE platform, CGC platform and CGC BCO App, BCO
Portal (considerations such as ease of use, GUI, etc.). For

example, did participants feel comfortable utilizing GitHub

as a means of issue resolution in a collaborative environ-

ment? How confident are they in their ability to utilize

the platforms for workflow and analysis? Training Mod-
ule survey results can be found in Supplementary Materials
Section IV.

User stories

The following user stories describe how integrating BCOs
within existing applications are advancing FAIR principals.

Knowledge base
GlyGen, an NIH-funded glycoconjugate database leverages
the BCO Portal to document data integration pipelines and
provide complete transparency and accessibility to its users
and collaborators. GlyGen data managers use a separate
instance of the BCO Portal to generate a BCO for each
integrated dataset in GlyGen. The ease of use of this form-
based system allows the data managers to add relevant
information into predefined rules and fields efficiently. This
information is readily converted into a JSON format which
is hosted in the GlyGen database. In addition to the user-
friendly interface, the generated GlyGen BCOs can be easily
viewed under one domain and searched based on BCO
name, contributors or BCO IDs. In addition to maintain-
ing a standardized format, the BCO Portal significantly
reduces the GlyGen data managers’ manual effort and time
otherwise required to generate a single BCO.

Computation
HIVE platform team employs BCOs as communication of
internal testing protocols. BCOs have been developed using
the HIVE BCO App and the BCO Portal to record routine
testing pipelines to evaluate functionality of novel and third
party tools within an instance of HIVE hosted on Amazon
Web Services (28). Further testing computations and BCO
details can be found in Table 2.

(i) Testing Pipeline #1 evaluates Hexagon (29), a
sequence alignment tool that allows the user to align

https://github.com/biocompute-objects/GW-SMHS-BIOC6223/issues/173
https://github.com/biocompute-objects/GW-SMHS-BIOC6223/issues/173
http://www.bioinformatics.babraham.ac.uk/projects/trim_galore/
http://www.bioinformatics.babraham.ac.uk/projects/trim_galore/
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Table 1. Training module user survey

Question Answer

How clear were the evaluation
unit objectives?

1 (unclear) → 5 (extremely
clear)

Did the structure and sequence
of the lectures make sense?

1 (not at all) → 5 (very much
so)

Did the unit expose you to
new knowledge, tools and
practices?

Definitely, yes
Yes, sort of
Not really
Definitely not

Of the new knowledge,
tools and practices this
module taught, how com-
fortable do you feel using
GitHub as a means of
code/project management
and collaboration?

1 (not at all comfortable) → 5
(extremely comfortable)

Of the new knowledge, tools
and practices this module
taught, how comfortable
do you feel with running
computational analysis on
HIVE?

1 (not at all comfortable) → 5
(extremely comfortable)

Of the new knowledge, tools
and practices this module
taught, how comfortable
do you feel with running
computational analysis on
CGC?

1 (not at all comfortable) → 5
(extremely comfortable)

Of the new knowledge, tools
and practices this module
taught, how comfortable
do you feel with generating
BioCompute Objects in CGC?

1 (not at all comfortable) → 5
(extremely comfortable)

Of the new knowledge, tools
and practices this module
taught, how comfortable do
you feel with creating Bio-
Compute Objects in the BCO
Editor?

1 (not at all comfortable) → 5
(extremely comfortable)

GUI: In your opinion, how user
friendly is HIVE’s interface?

1 (not at all) → 5 (extremely)

GUI: In your opinion, how user
friendly is CGC’s interface?

1 (not at all) → 5 (extremely)

GUI: In your opinion, how
user friendly is BCO Editor’s
interface?

1 (not at all) → 5 (extremely)

reads from a high-throughput experiment to a ref-
erence genome. Hexagon was used to align human
DNA samples from Whole Exome Sequencing of lung
squamous carcinoma (SQCC) patients against human
reference genome GRCh38. BCOs were created using
the BCO Portal and the HIVE BCO App. These BCOs

are freely available in the BCOs GitHub repository
(https://github.com/biocompute-objects).

(ii) Testing Pipeline #2 evaluates Heptagon (30), a tool
that performs base and SNP-calling for a previously
computed alignment and provides quality and noise
assessment profiles. Heptagon was used to identify
SNPs from the previous Hexagon alignment of Whole
Exome Sequencing of lung SQCC patients against
human reference genome GRCh38. BCOs were cre-
ated using the BCO Portal and the HIVE BCO App.
These BCOs are freely available in the BCOs GitHub
repository (https://github.com/biocompute-objects).

(iii) Testing Pipeline #3 evaluates CensuScope (31), a tool
designed and optimized for the quick detection of the
components of a given NGS metagenomic dataset,
providing users with a species-level composition of
a given sample. CensuScope was used to map a
human gut microbiome sample (sourced from MG-
RAST) against FilteredNT to view the sample’s tax-
onomic composition. BCOs were created using the
BCO Portal and HIVE BCO App. These BCOs are
freely available in the BCOsGitHub repository (https:/
/github.com/biocompute-objects).

Regulatory submission
To investigate how a BCO would supplement the submis-
sion of a Phase II, randomized, open-label clinical trial
that evaluated the efficacy and safety of a combination of
HCV1a drugs, the 2019 BCO Proof of Concept project (32)
started as a collaboration between GW, FDA and DDL. The
project objective was the replication of a clinical trial sub-
mission with mock clinical data from the FDA to confirm
if BCO facilitates the regulatory agency submission process
by investigating potential discrepancies found between data
analysis pipelines. The DDL Athena NGS pipeline has been
used to test more than 20 000 samples from clinical trials
involving hepatitis C virus (HCV), hepatitis B virus (HBV),
cytomegalovirus (CMV), respiratory syncytial virus (RSV)
and SARS-CoV-2 (33). While there are clear guidelines on
how to report NGS data to FDA, there is no standard-
ization on how to describe the computational workflow
used during the data analysis. A BCO would not only help
to clearly communicate with the regulatory agencies but
would also be an aid to show the high-quality sequencing
results appropriately. Additionally, with the BCO, spon-
sors such as DDL can generate the necessary submission
documentation faster and therefore reduce internal costs.
Two separate analyses were executed: one to simulate a
pharmaceutical submission to the FDA and another to
simulate the FDA review. BCOs from the process were gen-
erated for communication of process and comparison of
result.

https://github.com/biocompute-objects
https://github.com/biocompute-objects
https://github.com/biocompute-objects
https://github.com/biocompute-objects
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Table 2. BCOs recording HIVE platform testing protocol

Tool(s) BCO(s) Computation Inputs

HIVE-Hexagon BioCompute Portal:
BCO_026619

HIVE Object ID: 3249 Read (paired-end)
Name:
SRR1004397_1 SRR1004397_2

GitHub:
HIVE-hexagon Test Computation_
BCO_026619

HIVE Object ID:
729, 731

Reference
Name:
GrCH38.2 MARCH14–2016

HIVE-Heptagon BioCompute Portal:
BCO_023769

HIVE Object ID: 3260 Alignment:
SRR1004397_1 against GrCH38.2
MARCH14–2016

GitHub:
HIVE-heptagon_Test_Computation_
BCO_023769

HIVE Object ID: 3249

CensuScope BioCompute Portal:
BCO_015623

HIVE Object ID: 3242 Read: mgm4461125.3.050.upload.
fna 219458

GitHub:
HIVE-CensuScope Test
Computation_BCO_015623

HIVE Object ID: 2218

Reference:
filtered_nt_July_2018
HIVE Object ID: 2242

Discussion

This paper introduces four novel tools for generating
BCOs: BCO Portal, HIVE BCO App, CGC BCO App and
Galaxy BCO API Extension. The stand-alone BCO Portal
supports multi-platform workflows and provides a univer-
sal method to BCO creation and storage. The tools used in
the context of a platform—CGC, HIVE and Galaxy—are
designed to semi-automate the process of generating a BCO
by extracting pertinent information from workflows native
to the specific platform. These platform-specific tools gen-
erate a formatted BCO JSON object by extracting pipeline
steps, platform information, data locations and parame-
ters, while allowing a user to manually enter provenance
and metadata information if not already extracted. As a
key feature of BioCompute is interoperability (34), these
four BioCompute tools were developed with the capabil-
ity to ingest and store the same BCO. It is envisioned that
other platforms may also integrate support for the stan-
dard, enabling researchers to more easily collaborate across
environments, or to communicate workflows to a central
authority like the FDA or to a publisher.

To evaluate the BCO Portal and CGC BCO App, bioin-
formaticians at the GeorgeWashington University built and
curated BCOs from published workflows using the BCO
creation tools introduced in this paper, and the completed
BCOs were subsequently submitted to the precisionFDA
BCO Challenge (21). Prior to pFDA challenge submission,

each BCO was submitted for review to a BioCompute tech-
nical assistant in the GitHub repository, allowing rapid
feedback from the BCO reviewer through the built-in issue-
tracking system, and leveraging reviewer metadata intrinsic
to the standard. This review process simulated a real qual-
ity and integrity review and established an official reviewer
that was included in the BCO provenance domain. This
user evaluation of the BioCompute tools via training mod-
ule served two purposes: indicating usability of tools and
furthering adoption initiatives.

The primary purpose of user evaluation was to indicate
the usability of the tools and intelligibility of the BioCom-
pute standard itself; this evaluation highlighted potential
challenges within the BCO creation process. These chal-
lenges led to further development in the form of tool bug
fixes and the introduction of new features. Assessing these
tools in this manner engaged users and benefitted tool
developers by providing specific areas their tools can be
improved.

User evaluation also resulted in an introduction to the
process of testing recently developed tools and further
developing an emerging standard for novice bioinformati-
cians. Building BCOs from published work provided users:
(i) exposure to collaborative workflows and the process of
building bioinformatics pipelines, (ii) hands-on experience
participating in a review process of a public repository, (iii)
exposure to tool development as testers and (iv) a portfolio
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item in the form of a pFDA challenge submission. Users had
the opportunity to work with biotechnology professionals
active in the development of BioCompute, imparting upon
them a greater understanding of the interaction between
academic, industry and government institutions. Learning
to navigate new code bases (bugs) by engaging directly
with developers is a learning experience most novice bioin-
formaticians are not exposed to. Users who reported and
discussed challenges in generating BCOs developed a strong
understanding of both the tools and the standard. These
novice non-informatician biologists ultimately produced
actionable feedback as participants in the testing and devel-
opment of the tools and training materials that will further
enhance the BCO Specification and likely accelerate the
acceptance of the BCO standards.

FAIR compliance

As BCOs are compliant with FAIR principles, the specifi-
cation and schema contain features designed to make the
encapsulated workflows and datasets findable, accessible,
interoperable and reusable software, datasets and work-
flows. Each BCO provides execution data with correspond-
ing scripts and script drivers necessary for workflow repro-
ducibility, and data location accessibility requirements are
transparent.

In addition to the adherence to FAIR data standards,
the BioCompute Framework aligns with USFDA guidelines
for Database Procedures and Operations (35); it enables
transparency and public accessibility of data sources and
standard operating procedures, in addition to ensuring
secure version control.

Database applications

Beyond bioinformatics analysis, the BioCompute frame-
work has successfully been applied to knowledge base data
integration. Over the last two years, GlyGen (36), an
NIH-funded glycoinformatics project, has generated BCOs
for over 200 individual datasets (https://data.glygen.org/).
Each individual BCO not only provides complete trans-
parency of its data integration process to its authors, con-
tributors and users but also includes detailed information of
its data usability, data modification, versioning, keywords
and quality control pipelines. Using the I/O (Input/Output)
and execution domains, GlyGen provides the input, output
(validated and failed) and script files to allow easy repro-
ducibility and replicability by its users. Through BCO’s
predefined fields and rules, GlyGen is able to document
different data-specific workflows in a standardized format
effectively. The generated BCOs are freely accessible for
browsing and downloading through theGlyGen data portal
(https://data.glygen.org/) under license CC BY 4.0. Similar

BCOs also are available for the OncoMX knowledge base
(https://data.oncomx.org/) (37).

In summary, in addition to the evaluation of the BCO
framework, the process has been an effective method for
evaluating BCO creation tools (CGC BCO App and BCO
Portal) and training users to be resourceful in tool devel-
opment. The BioCompute tools this paper presents make
it easier to create tools for an emerging standard and are
available prior to release. A preliminary review of the
feedback provided identified potential changes to the Bio-
Compute Specification Document, additions to the CGC
BCOApp trainingmaterials and BCO Portal modifications.
Future tool releases will have increased usability due to tool
enhancements and documentation revisions recommended
by users.

Future applications

Future work will build on these tools, such as by building
databases and repositories of validated BCOs, integrat-
ing them into relevant government and academic systems
and working with private sector participants to help inte-
grate the standard into their existing platforms, based on
the work presented here, to expedite communication. The
BCO-based system could evolve to become a formalized
mechanism of communication, such as by the Drug Mas-
ter File or as part of its own section in an application, to
government agencies like the FDA, USPTO (United States
Patent and Trademark Office), CMS (Center for Medicare
and Medicaid Services), CDC (Center for Disease Control
and Prevention), EPA (Environmental Protection Agency)
and others.

Conclusion

Emerging data analysis challenges include increasing
dataset size and complexity that cannot be practically
copied for analysis due to slow transfer rate, archival main-
tenance, privacy concerns and data ownership restrictions.
As datasets grow very large, there is a growing interest in
bringing computations to data rather than the other way
around, such as through cloud service providers partner-
ing with the STRIDES (Science and Technology Research
Infrastructure for Discovery, Experimentation, and Sus-
tainability) program. Consequentially, there is a need to
document NGS workflow analyses, including NGS data
provenance across a range of computational environments
including computational platforms that support genomic
analysis, with the goal of ensuring that these analyses can
be replicated in a variety of environments. We further posit
that detailed NGS documentation requires a clear com-
munication of NGS analysis (workflows and data usage)

https://data.glygen.org/
https://data.glygen.org/
https://data.oncomx.org/
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that is both human and machine readable. The BioCom-
pute standard, IEEE 2791-2020, aims to fill this need to
clearly communicate NGS analysis workflows and has the
potential for accelerating research (34). BCO tools allow
researchers to create BCOs that adhere to the community-
developed BioCompute Specification to encode pertinent
information to record data provenance, facilitate regula-
tory review and improve reproducibility of results, and they
allow them to do so quickly and easily, without needing to
learn the standard.

In summary, in addition to the evaluation of the BCO
framework, the process has been an effective method for
evaluating BCO creation tools (CGC BCO App and BCO
Portal) and training users to be resourceful in tool devel-
opment. The BioCompute tools this paper presents make
it easier to create tools for an emerging standard and are
available prior to release. A preliminary review of the
feedback provided identified potential changes to the Bio-
Compute Specification Document, additions to the CGC
BCOApp trainingmaterials and BCO Portal modifications.
Future tool releases will have increased usability due to tool
enhancements and documentation revisions recommended
by users.

Supplementary data
Supplementary data are available at Database Online.
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